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1 Executive summary
Club soccer has a long history in the United States and in recent decades
has achieved comparative stability. However, the professional game faces
a number of challenges to its long term future.

US professional club soccer








Soccer in the USA has a long and colourful past,
with leagues having traditionally struggled to
remain viable.
The growth of the sport in recent decades has
been significant, most notably in terms of
grassroots participation.
Major League Soccer is currently the only
Division I league in the USA and has seen steady
growth, driven largely by expansion teams.
NASL and USL are currently the two other main
professional club leagues.
Attendances and broadcast audiences in
particular indicate that club soccer in the USA
has yet to fully tap into the sport’s popularity.
This presents long term challenges to the
business models and sustainability of clubs
throughout the leagues.
It is a natural time to consider whether the
current club and league structure is keeping pace
with, and maximising the potential for, the
growth of the world’s biggest sport in the USA.
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Promotion and relegation







The concept of promotion and relegation
originated in England in the late 19th century.
It was adopted as a meritocratic means of joining
various leagues together to create a coherent
soccer pyramid.
The open league system has been adopted by all
major soccer leagues in the world, with the
exception of Major League Soccer and the
concept is explicitly referenced in FIFA’s statutes.
US soccer is organised in closed leagues, in line
with other US based sports leagues.
The topic is worthy of serious debate amongst
stakeholders within the US.

“A club’s entitlement to take part in a domestic league
championship shall depend principally on sporting
merit. A Club shall qualify for a domestic league
championship by remaining in a certain division or by
being promoted or relegated to another at the end of a
season”
−

FIFA Statute IV.9
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Promotion and relegation could assist US club soccer in capitalising on the
undoubted interest in, and potential for, the sport in USA.
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Promotion and relegation introduces competition at the top and the bottom of
leagues, increasing the number of matches in a season with something “at stake”.
Relegation battles can extend the interest in a season, with relegation often not
decided until the final gameday weekend.
The potential for clubs to move between leagues creates exciting narratives for fans
throughout the pyramid.

Evidence from open league structures shows that the movement of teams between
leagues can, over time, be of a net benefit, increasing overall match attendance.
The current gap between Division I (MLS) and Division II (NASL) in terms of
attendance is large, but evidence of the uplifts achieved by former NASL/USL teams
entering MLS demonstrates that movement between divisions in the medium term
could also be of a net overall benefit in terms of attendance in US soccer.

There are challenges in growing domestic club broadcast audiences, sustaining them
across a season and keeping pace with other soccer broadcast properties.
Promotion and relegation offers appealing and exciting broadcast content throughout
the season, in addition to the traditional narrative of a title race.
Evidence from England and Italy shows that a match in the context of a promotion
race can deliver average audiences in excess of three times the league average.

Existing owners would be compelled to continually improve their organisations either
in hope of winning the league or achieving promotion, or through fear of relegation.
This encourages ambition, innovation and dynamism, with no room for complacency
or inertia on the part of every ownership group.
The opportunity to develop clubs further down the pyramid, with a view to promotion,
can attract new owners to the game who wish to invest at a lower level. This impetus
for ambition should improve the quality of clubs and management at all levels.

Increased competition at all levels of the club pyramid would provide players at all
levels with greater experience of competitive soccer matches.
Ambitious ownership at all levels may improve facility and coaching provision at a
larger number of clubs.
Better player development would assist the US National Team’s ambitions, and
provide a potential revenue stream for owners looking to realise value through player
transfers.

Alignment with other major soccer nations positions soccer in the US as being a
global player, whereas a closed league system characterises US soccer as locally led.
This would align with FIFA’s statutes that states membership of a league “shall
depend principally on sporting merit.”
Improved player development and infrastructure would assist in realising some of US
Soccer’s international ambitions.

Provides a clear mechanism for the growth of the sport in an organic way, with
promotion and relegation (coupled with effective governance and licensing) providing
an evolutionary way for club soccer to find its natural and most effective structure.
Soccer in the US is now stronger with greater interest than ever and promotion and
relegation could reflect this maturity and encourage and reward investment to allow
clubs and players the opportunity to reach their potential.
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The opening of the US club soccer pyramid could present a number of
significant risks. However, through careful consideration these could be
effectively mitigated.
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costs)

















US leagues
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long term
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league







The promotion of teams would obviously be of concern for those clubs in the upper
division, with regards to the sporting quality of the teams being promoted.
By definition, promoted teams are the ‘best of the rest’ and relegated teams are the
worst in the division.
As an initial step, play-offs between teams from two divisions to decide promotion
and relegation could ensure sporting merit drives clubs’ divisional status.

Given the history of US professional club soccer, stakeholders would be legitimately
concerned as to whether promoted teams would have the quality of organisation
(management) and be financially sustainable if promoted.
Implementation of thorough club licensing regulations, as used in other countries and
sports, could ensure clubs were of a high enough standard of professionalism.

Minimum stadium requirements form a key part of many leagues’ criteria, such as the
English Premier League’s requirement that all stadia are all-seater, or UEFA’s
requirement that matches in their Champions League competition from the group
stage onwards are played in stadia with over 8,000 seats.
Similar stipulations within the US club pyramid would ensure that clubs seeking
promotion would have to play in a venue that met a league’s requirements.

The increase in risk (relegation) and reward (promotion) within the club pyramid may
well see an escalation in player costs, as they become increasingly valuable
commodities and the ambition of club owners grows throughout the leagues.
However, soccer is now full of examples of effective regulation controlling costs (as is
common in US sports), such as UEFA’s Financial Fair Play regulations. The
implementation of cost control measures would be critical considerations for any
league.

A key part of any future plan for US soccer will be the decision in the near term of the
ultimate size of the leagues (i.e. scale of expansion).
Promotion could be considered as a meritocratic means of growing leagues to their
optimal size, with relegation introduced at a later date.

Clearly those who have invested in a league over time and/or through the payment of
a franchise fee may feel that relegation represents a major new risk which would
undermine and unnecessarily jeopardise this investment.
A managed transition with properly structured promotion and relegation could have
upsides that could offset this loss and more importantly be of benefit to all
stakeholders in the longer term. Equally the implementation of new equity structures
and revenue distribution models for leagues may further offset and protect against
any perceived or real losses.
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Conclusions: Club soccer in the USA today

Club soccer in the US has come a long way – the last two decades have been
comparatively stable in terms of leagues. Credit is due to Major League Soccer in particular for
driving two decades of expansion and, for some clubs, attendance growth, especially given the
competitive nature of the US professional sports market.
However, soccer in the US as a sport has come further – soccer has become a major
sport in the US in terms of grassroots participation and audiences for major international
soccer properties have also become significant. The current club system, while comparatively
stable, has yet to meet the demands of fans, or deliver the broadcast and matchday audiences
the potential of the sport in the US may warrant.
Major League Soccer has done well to attract franchise and stadium investment –
but there is a limited lifespan to the franchise fee model and without significant increases in
broadcast and matchday audiences, the business model may face challenges in the medium
term.
Fan interest in non-US based club soccer is increasing – with growing interest in
foreign soccer broadcast properties, the revenue potential from broadcast rights deals faces
long term challenges.
The closed league system, while understandable in the context of when leagues
were established, may hinder the longer term growth prospects of club soccer – the
closed league system is one that seeks to maximise profit for owners and protect a league’s
financial sustainability. To date however, this model in US soccer is more about loss and
capital call minimisation, rather than profit maximisation, struggling to grow revenues and to
an extent reliant on expansion franchise fees that have a limited lifespan.
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Conclusions: The future of club soccer in the USA

Open leagues may attract more fans to matches – evidence from other leagues
demonstrates that the spectacle of promotion and relegation, and the churn of teams between
divisions can actually be of net benefit to attendances across the club pyramid as a whole.
Increased attention and audiences will translate into increased revenue – with
increased competition at all levels of the club game, and at both ends of a league, matchday
and broadcast audiences may be increased. In so doing, this can deliver increase in matchday
(e.g. ticket sales), broadcast (e.g. greater viewing figures leading to enhanced broadcast
rights deals) and commercial (e.g. more attention delivering greater returns for commercial
partners) revenue.
Promotion and relegation will motivate ownership at all levels – by enabling the
ambition of owners further down the pyramid (through promotion), as well as by removing the
safety net for owners (through relegation), this will motivate ownership to invest and/or
develop their club so as to capitalise on the benefits of promotion or avoid the penalties of
relegation.
Opening the pyramid will attract investment at all levels of the game – owners
looking to develop a long term club project, growing a club from a grassroots organisation to
a professional one, may be more motivated to become involved than would be the case with
no prospect of promotion or entry to a professional league without a franchise fee payment.
Increased opportunities and competition would assist with player development at
all levels – with more competition throughout the pyramid through the prospect of
promotion and the threat of relegation, the intensity of competition for players would
increase, as would the emphasis for clubs throughout the country to develop their coaching
infrastructure.
Opening the leagues can be done in a way so as to mitigate any risks – effective
implementation of governance regulations and minimum league standards would ensure that
the financial security and sporting integrity of leagues was preserved whilst also allowing the
leagues to benefit from the potential identified upsides of promotion and relegation.
As it stands however, US club soccer is not immediately ready for promotion and
relegation – for the debate to move forward several key topics needs to be addressed
including:
 Decisions made on the optimum number of teams in the existing leagues;
 The continued development and stability of a second tier competition to develop clubs
capable in management and football terms of joining the first tier; and
 Consideration of the mechanism by which long term league investors have their “equity”
protected, at least in the short term, from relegation.
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2 Introduction
This report seeks to explore the current status of US professional club
soccer and consider its longer term future, and specifically the topic of
promotion and relegation.
2.1

State of US soccer

The potential of the world’s most popular sport in the world’s largest economy and third most populous nation is
clearly huge. Despite an extremely competitive sports market, the growth of the sport has been substantial and
presents a wide range of exciting opportunities at all levels.
The ambition for the sport could, and should, be for the nation to be one of the preeminent global soccer powers.
Having already hosted the world’s largest soccer tournament and seen a stunning development in grassroots the
medium to long term ambitions of stakeholders should be anything but modest.
These ambitions could include hosting the FIFA World Cup again, being successful in any World Cup tournaments
the USA competes in and to develop the level of club soccer to be of international reputation, continental success
and domestic pride. To move soccer in the US to these new heights will require strategy, cohesion and
collaboration across all stakeholder groups.
A key bellwether for any soccer nation is the depth and health of the professional game domestically, and this
report seeks to assess that aspect of the soccer landscape in more detail. If the FIFA World Cup in 1994 was the
spark that started the most stable period of US club soccer, now is a relevant time to reflect on the journey thus
far and where it may take club soccer next.
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2.2
Introduction
Soccer in the United States has been through a period of substantial growth, with the sport having become an
important part of one of the world’s most competitive commercial sporting landscapes.
The growth has been seen most noticeably in the development of grassroots participation as well as the increased
broadcast audiences in the United States for certain football properties, such as the FIFA World Cup and the
English Premier League.
Professional club football has also made some impressive strides in capitalising on the sport’s growing popularity.
The emergence of Major League Soccer to become a growing and well attended league, after a long and troubled
history of professional soccer leagues, being the most notable example.
However such has been the pace of growth and the scale now of interest in soccer in the United States, that this
report seeks to consider the issues and options regarding the longer term future of the US professional soccer club
pyramid.
The central focus is on the one characteristic of US soccer that distinguishes it from the other leading soccer
leagues, namely the closed league system with no promotion and relegation of teams between divisions.
2.3
Report scope and structure
The principal objectives of this report are to;

Assess the current US club soccer pyramid system, including analysis of the performance of the top three
professional soccer leagues

Identify some of the longer term challenges to club soccer, at all levels of the pyramid

Explore and illustrate the topic of introducing promotion and relegation and whether it may help US club soccer
meet the significant potential of the sport in the USA;

Consider both sides of the debate with relevant examples drawn from domestic and overseas soccer markets;

Promote healthy and helpful debate on this topic;

Provide thought provoking analysis that also identifies key areas for further analysis.
As set out above, the main area of analysis for this report is the professional club soccer pyramid. The scope of this
analysis is limited to the assessment of the men’s professional game, and does not consider current state or
possible implications of open leagues on women’s soccer.
The report is structured into four main areas of analysis:

Section Three – US professional club soccer – this briefly describes the development of professional club soccer
in the USA, outlines the current club soccer pyramid as well as identifying the challenges facing club soccer in
the USA;

Section Four – Promotion and relegation – describes the concept of promotion and relegation and how it fits
into the wider soccer landscape;

Section Five – The case for – sets out the arguments in support of the introduction of promotion and
relegation, identifying and illustrating some of the possible positive effects it may have on the US club soccer
pyramid; and

Section Six – The case against – acknowledges the key arguments against and risks associated with open
leagues in the USA and articulates relevant options to mitigate these.
2.4
Methodology
To inform this analysis we have held consultations with stakeholders from across the US soccer landscape and from
all levels of the game. This has been supplemented by drawing on publicly available sources, our understanding of
the wider soccer industry as well as commissioned research.
While leagues within the US club pyramid have different ownership structures, with some operating a franchise
model, in this report the term soccer “club” is used interchangeably to refer to clubs of all ownership models
(including franchises).
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3 US professional club soccer
Club soccer in the United States has a long and colourful history.
3.1
Grassroots
Perhaps the greatest success story of soccer in the United States is the growth
the game has seen at a grassroots and participation level.
Analysis of high school sport participation demonstrates the sheer scale of the
growth of the game. The National Federation of State High School Associations,
which surveys high school sport participation each year, shows that soccer has
experienced incredible growth, with student participation in 2016 more than four
times the number it was in 1980. It is not just the absolute numbers of
participants that have grown: proportionally soccer has become a more
important sport, increasing its share of high school sports participants from 5%
in 1985 to over 10% by 2005.
Chart 1:

Chart 2:

Equally, assessment of the number of players registered with US
Youth Soccer shows the way the game has grown, with an extra 1.4m
registered players in 2000 than had been the case in 1990.
Interestingly this growth has stalled and participation has plateaued
since the turn of the century.
The data shows a disconnect between the grassroots popularity of
soccer and the development of professional club soccer in the United
States. In FIFA’s last census of soccer players in 2006, the US was
ranked as the number one nation for the number of youth players
(both male and female) and second in total registered players (first
globally for the number of registered female and second for male).
However, in terms of the number of clubs the US was only 15th and
the number of professional players 18th. While this data was from
nearly a decade ago, and the formation of the NASL and the USL
since then may change this, it shows that the scale of the
professional club game is not commensurate with the grassroots
popularity of the sport and long term ambitions of US soccer
stakeholders.

United States - FIFA Big Count
Number of
Global rank
Players registered
2nd
Registered male players
2nd
Youth players
1st
Professional players
18th
Clubs
15th
Source: FIFA Big C ount 2006
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3.2
A summary history of club soccer in the United States
The history of soccer in the United States is one which, for a sport that is generally
viewed as “new”, is a surprisingly long one and, like many other soccer nations, filled
with stories of novel, failed and controversial league structures.
Forms of soccer were played in the United States as early as the middle of the
nineteenth century. Like England, these early forms of the sport were originally
focused within academic institutions, with uncodified versions of the game eventually
developing into intercollegiate competitions at institutions including some of the Ivy
League colleges.
The rise of gridiron and rugby took primacy over soccer within these educational
establishments in the late nineteenth century, with the game instead finding its
home amongst the growing immigrant communities.
One of the early attempts at organisation was the foundation of the American Football
Association, founded in 1884, which sought to codify and organise the game in these
burgeoning communities and founded the first national championship competition. The
American Amateur Football Association was also formed in 1893.
The first two decades of the twentieth century saw the Foundation of FIFA as well as
the United States Football Association (USFA) replacing these early governing bodies.
The establishment of a national governing body led to the formation of the National
Challenge Cup in 1914, which eventually became the US Open Cup.
The next few decades saw a number of false starts in terms of soccer leagues. The
American Professional Soccer League began in 1921 and enjoyed some success before
conflict with USFA eventually led to the league’s demise, with a second incarnation
formed in 1933. The post war years also saw a short lived attempt at a national league
with the North American Soccer Football League, formed in 1946 and operating for two
seasons.
The 1960s was an important decade in US soccer history with the American Soccer
League establishing the International Soccer League, consisting of top level domestic
and foreign soccer teams. Later in the decade two newly formed professional leagues,
the US Soccer Association and the National Professional Soccer League merged to form
the National American Soccer League (NASL).
The NASL enjoyed considerable success in terms of capturing the imagination of the
nation, with clubs such as the New York Cosmos enjoying high attendances and
fielding notable stars including Pelé.
Ultimately though the league over spent to attract these players, ultimately going out
of business in 1984. The long term effect of the NASL on the USA’s relationship with
the sport - good and bad - is one that many still cite today.
The mid 1980s also saw the end of the American Soccer League as well as the coming,
and going, of the United Soccer League (USL).

12
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The next, and most significant, development was the awarding, in 1988, of the 1994 FIFA World Cup to the United
States. While in the interim there were several new (lower divisional status) leagues established, the launch in
1996 of Major League Soccer (MLS) was the first professional league with Division I status since the demise of the
NASL in the 1980s, and sought to capitalise on the domestic interest generated by the World Cup. Since then the
MLS has expanded and been joined by a newly formed NASL (from 2009) and (from 2010) the USL, to create the
main three leagues that exist within the men’s senior football club “pyramid” that exists in the US today.
The tumultuous history of the sport in the United States has created a less clear professional club pyramid than in
most other major football nations.
3.3
Current US club soccer pyramid
3.3.1
Overview
The current club soccer landscape in the United States consists of three main men’s professional outdoor leagues:




Major League Soccer (MLS);
North American Soccer League (NASL); and
United Soccer League (USL)

While there is no formal pyramid structure, the divisional status allocated to each league by the United States
Soccer Federation (“USSF”, “US Soccer”) effectively defines the relative rankings of the leagues.
Movement between leagues by teams occurs, but only through the granting of franchises, with several new MLS
franchises having appeared (in some form) in either a previous or current incarnation of the NASL or USL. For
example, Minnesota United FC is planned to become the 22nd MLS franchise in 2017 and in so doing replace the
current Minnesota United FC NASL franchise.
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Year founded
Number of teams
USSF Divisional Status
Current Champions
Most championship titles

14

MLS

NASL

USL

19931

2009

20102

20

12

29

I

II

III

Portland Timbers

New York Cosmos

Rochester Rhinos

LA Galaxy

New York Cosmos

Orlando City SC

1

Officially unveiled in 1993 in advance of 1994 World Cup in USA, with the inaugural season held in 1996

2

USL in its current state was founded in 2010, having evolved from the legacy of the A-League and USL-1

In addition to these three leagues, the unofficial, yet widely acknowledged fourth tier of US club soccer is the
National Premier Soccer League (NPSL), consisting of over 80 teams in 13 conferences and four regions.
All of these leagues operate a “closed league” system with entry gained through the granting of “franchises” rather
than a meritocratic/sporting movement of teams between leagues.
3.4
Major League Soccer
3.4.1
Context
Major League Soccer since its first season in 1996 has become one of the world’s leading soccer leagues in terms
of attendance, currently placing within the top ten leagues in the world in terms of average attendance. This
growth has been through careful but steady expansion of the league, with the most notable expansion success
stories occurring in the second decade of the league with additions such as the Seattle Sounders.
The organisation has stated that it has the ambition of becoming a leading league in terms of the quality of play;
passion of fans; relevance of teams in their markets and value of enterprise.
In terms of its structuring, in contrast to other major US sports leagues and other soccer leagues globally, the MLS
is a single limited liability company, with each investor/operator owning a stake in the league, not just the
individual franchise.
3.4.2
The MLS business model
3.4.2.1
Revenue and costs
From a costs perspective, individual MLS teams have two primary financial obligations, to cover league capital
calls, (mainly centralized player costs) and to cover local operating expenses (day-to-day operations of teams).
Individual clubs are also required to cover the cost (above the agreed salary cap) for up to three “designated
players”.
The revenue model for clubs sees a large proportion of revenue retained centrally and then distributed evenly
across the MLS clubs. Matchday revenue (including corporate hospitality) is retained by individual franchises (with
the exception of a small percentage of general admission ticket revenue). All national broadcasting and
sponsorship rights revenue are centralised. Similarly the majority of merchandise revenue (e.g. jerseys) is also
centralised. Individual franchises therefore retain revenue from shirt sponsorship and some local sponsorship
packages as well as stadium naming rights.
Each franchise’s capital call is influenced by the pro-rated share of league revenue less league expenses. Each
owner is also offered a stake in Soccer United Marketing (“SUM”), as part of their investment. SUM holds the
commercial and marketing rights to multiple US soccer properties, including the MLS and the United States Soccer
Federation, as well as the Mexican National Team rights in the USA. Moreover, May 2016 saw CONCACAF (the
Confederation of North, Central America, and Caribbean Association Football) also choose SUM to market and
service the confederation’s worldwide sponsorship rights.
It is our understanding that neither the MLS (centrally) nor its teams have ever publicly released financial
information, so the extent of these financial obligations, and indeed any barometers of the financial health of the
league remain unknown. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the league and its clubs are yet to reach a profitable
business model (before the receipt of franchise fee distributions). The scale of losses for MLS in unclear although
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Commissioner Don Garber has been quoted that they are “well north of $100 million in annual enterprise losses”1,
a figure reportedly corroborated by Deputy Commissioner Mark Abbott “on a combined basis, MLS and its clubs
continue to lose in excess of $100 million per year.”2
3.4.2.2
Franchise fees
A key part of the ongoing business model of the MLS, and one which has been a significant success, is the
expansion of the league through the payment of franchise fees by new entrants. The criteria for qualification
encompass a range of factors, dictated in part by the Division I requirements of US Soccer as well as the market
and sporting aspirations of the MLS. The chart below demonstrates the extent to which new franchise fees (i.e. the
amount that is paid on first entry to the league) have increased since the league’s formation.
Chart 3:

It is our understanding that the franchise fees for new entrants are distributed amongst the pre-existing members
of the league to assist with their ongoing financial obligations. While it is also our understanding that this
arrangement is effective under the current circumstances, and that the inflation in franchise fees reflects the
success the league has had in creating demand for entry, it also poses significant questions regarding the longer
term business models of MLS clubs, once the league reaches maturity. Currently, franchise fee distributions appear
to be a necessity to reduce the scale of losses for owners.
“Maturity” in this case could mean either a halt in expansion through a lack of opportunity to grow the number of
franchises (i.e. league reaches capacity) or through a maturity in the franchise fee market, such that the market
value of an MLS franchise stagnates, or even falls, over time. The MLS may, by its own admission, be reaching
maturity in the near future, as MLS commissioner Don Garber was quoted in September 2016 as saying that the
next round of expansion “could be the final round of expansion”3. Therefore the lifespan of the franchise fee as part
of the business model is likely limited and poses questions regarding alternative means to secure the longer term
profitability prospects of the league and its member clubs.
3.4.3
Attendances
One of the key aspects cited as an indicator of Major League Soccer’s success has been the growth in attendances,
to now rank in the top 10 soccer leagues globally.
The average attendance for the MLS has indeed increased from the first season (17,406) to an average attendance
per game of 21,550 in 2015. As the league has expanded over that period the total number of attendees across a
season has increased impressively from 2.8m in 1996 to over 7m in 2015.
However, assessing the league’s health at this aggregate level risks being somewhat misleading. The story of the
matchday appeal of the league is more complex and while the league has seen this 24% increase in average
attendance, there is a further level of detail behind that headline growth.

1
2
3

Wahl, G. (2014)
NY Daily News (2016)
West, A. (2016)
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It was not until 2011 that MLS saw an average attendance above that of the first season, indeed the first five years
of the league saw a steady decline in average attendances. The overwhelmingly most important factor in driving
the average attendance growth has been the addition of new franchises since 2000.
In fact the eight clubs that have been ever present in the league (since 1996) have seen attendance, on average,
remain broadly flat (0.1% CAGR) with all bar one of those clubs ranking in the bottom half of the league in terms
of average attendance in 2015.
Chart 4:

Therefore, it is interesting to consider that those franchises that were the original members of the league and who
were present when the decision to have a closed league was taken, and might be expected to have a first mover
advantage in building strong loyalty, are amongst the least successful performers in terms of growing the number
of fans they attract to games.
3.4.4
Broadcast audiences
Perhaps the most important barometer of a soccer league’s success, in this increasing global soccer world, is
broadcast rights values and audiences. In that regard Major League Soccer has had some recent headline success.
MLS and US Soccer announced a new broadcast deal in 2014 that sees ESPN, Fox and Univision pay a total of
$90m per year from 2015-2022, estimated to be a threefold increase on the previous broadcast rights deals.
As with the analysis of matchday attendance, it is useful to look beyond the headline figure to better understand
the underlying strength of the MLS in terms of broadcast rights growth.
Broadcast viewing figures for the league
show that the league still struggles to
compete with other soccer broadcast
properties. Analysis of the relative
performance of foreign soccer properties
in terms of US broadcast audiences, as
compared with the domestic broadcast
performance of the MLS shows the
challenges the league faces in competing
against higher profile leagues and
competitions.

Chart 5:
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Similarly there is evidence that the league is facing challenges in significantly growing broadcast audiences with
evidence from the MLS Cup (the play off competition) demonstrating a decline in recent years.
Chart 6:

The nature of the sale of broadcast rights may also present longer term risk to the league. Currently the MLS
broadcast rights are bundled alongside those for US Men’s National Team, which if decoupled from these other
rights may negatively affect the MLS’ broadcast revenue potential.
3.4.5
Online following
The interest in soccer in the United States has grown and continues to grow at a rapid pace. The challenge for
MLS is to keep pace with, or outperform, that growth to avoid its market share of the US public’s interest in
club soccer declining.
The chart below shows how the English Premier League has steadily increased in terms of its popularity with
United States based internet users, while the interest (through this measure) in the MLS has stayed relatively
flat over a five year period.
Chart 7:
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3.5
NASL today
3.5.1
Context
The current incarnation of the NASL began in 2011, with eight teams
competing in the league. The league has a stated ambition to grow to a total of
twenty teams, and has been gradually expanding, with 12 teams competing in
2016 with the San Francisco Deltas due to join in 2017. The NASL holds
Division II status and is widely acknowledged as the second highest tier of
professional men’s club soccer in the United States.
3.5.2
NASL business model
The business model of the NASL is more aligned with that found in most of the
rest of global European soccer, with clubs responsible for their costs as well as
responsible for driving (and retaining) most revenues, with the aim of
incentivising unilateral investment by club owners. Revenues retained by clubs
include that arising from ticket sales, local broadcasting, sponsorship sales and
merchandise sales.
The NASL has grown its broadcast coverage, including partnerships with ESPN,
CBS Sports Network and beIN Sports. The league also signed a partnership
with Under Armour in 2016 to become the official league ball sponsor.
Clubs across the league
have recorded
commercial revenue
growth over the last five
years, with aggregate
sponsorship revenue
increasing to $12m in
2015.

Chart 8:

3.5.3
Attendances
The NASL has seen steady attendance growth in the five full seasons since
2011, increasing the average attendance by over 50% from 2011 (3,750) to
2015 (5,916). Total attendance for an NASL season (league games only) more
than doubled from 2011 (443,443) to over 1m in 2015 (1,000,694).
Chart 9:

Despite this growth, the NASL is drawing significantly smaller crowds than the
MLS. At the current rate of growth, it would take NASL another 13 years to reach
the average attendance level of MLS currently.
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3.6
USL today
3.6.1
Context
The United Soccer League (“USL”), formerly USL PRO, represents the third tier
of professional men’s soccer in North America. 2016 saw the USL expand to 29
teams, split across Eastern (14) and Western (15) conferences. Teams play 30
fixtures during the regular season, with the “USL Regular Season Title”
awarded to the team with the best record across both conferences.
Following the conclusion of the regular season, the top eight teams from each
conference contest straight knock-out play-offs to be crowned conference
champions. Respective conference champions then advance to compete in the
Championship Game for the “USL Championship”.
3.6.2
USL business model
3.6.2.1
Overview
The USL is owned by United Soccer Leagues, the organiser of multiple men’s
and women’s professional and amateur soccer leagues across the United
States, Canada and the Caribbean. Aside from the USL, United Soccer Leagues
organises the Premier Development League, the youth Super Y-League and
Super-20 League.
The USL is set to expand further, with Reno 1868 FC and Nashville FC set to
join in 2017 and 2018 respectively.
3.6.2.2
Relationship with Major League Soccer
In 2013 the USL (formerly USL Pro League) and MLS agreed a multi-year
partnership designed to “enhance the development of professional players in
North America”. The MLS-USL relationship results in MLS clubs either entering
their own sides into the USL or forming partnerships with current USL clubs.
Of the 29 USL 2016 teams, 11 teams are owned and operated by MLS clubs,
with a further nine MLS-USL affiliations. The affiliate relationship provides the
opportunity for a minimum of four (4) MLS players to be sent to the USL
affiliate on a season-long loan, while also offering joint commercial initiatives
between the two clubs.
USL made a submission in 20164 seeking to secure Division II status from US
Soccer, the same as that held by the NASL. A decision on this is expected at
some point in 2016.
3.6.3

Attendances

Chart 10:

4

US Soccer (2016)
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3.7
Why promotion and relegation is relevant
Soccer as a sport has undoubtedly made large strides forward in recent decades in the United States, with
participation, broadcast audiences and interest for soccer all increasing. The ambition of US soccer stakeholders
will rightly be to capitalise on this and continue the growth of the sport at all levels.
While soccer increasingly attracts the attention of Americans, domestic club soccer is seemingly struggling to keep
pace and capture the attention and revenue it perhaps could or should, hampering its longer term growth
prospects. While a large range of factors are involved in this, the structure and calendar of club soccer are likely to
be key elements.
As outlined later in this report, US club soccer is similar in many respects to other soccer leagues with the notable
exceptions being the content of the end of season play offs and the lack of fluidity within the structure of the club
pyramid (i.e. no promotion and relegation). While other nations’ leagues have evolved over time out of the mass
participation into a natural pyramid, the early false starts in the US have resulted in a top down approach to
professional club football, which, while understandable, justifiable and even prudent in the climate of the MLS’
foundation, warrant reassessment 20 years on to assess if they may present longer term hurdles to the ambition of
growing the sport.
Promotion and relegation is a topic worthy of closer consideration in the context of whether its introduction would
allow for the connection of leagues across the pyramid and the delivery of a range of other benefits for the
development of club soccer in the US. While the topic has been an emotive subject and is not a panacea, it is
worthy of becoming an increasing part of the debate on the future of US club soccer.
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4 Promotion and relegation
The concept of promotion and relegation is almost universal in terms of
the structuring of professional club soccer leagues around the world.
4.1
History of the concept
The concept of promotion and relegation in the context of professional club
league soccer is almost universal, with MLS being the most notable exception of
the top world leagues in this regard.
The concept originated at the birth of professional association football (soccer) in
England in the late nineteenth century. The foundation of The Football League in
1888 caused questions to be asked of the existing club football infrastructure,
which essentially consisted of The Football Association and its signature cup
competition, The FA Cup. The rival Football Alliance founded in 1889 further
complicated the structure. The merger of the Football League and Football
Alliance saw promotion and relegation serve as a useful, meritocratic means of
integrating the divisions. Failure to have adopted this approach may “likely have
spawned competitive, rival leagues.”5
Reflecting on the history of the birth of promotion and relegation in English
football yields some relevant anecdotes. Newspapers at the time, reporting on the
AGM in which the motion was carried described the argument, put forward by
Charles Sutcliffe of Burnley Football Club as “he remarked that there was a time
when the 12 best clubs in the country were considered sufficient to form the
League. This number of clubs had since been extended, but there were other good
clubs in the country which ought to be embraced. He argued that his proposal was
the only one the League was ripe for, and he thought that the extension would be
in the best interests of the League.”6

5
6

Szymanski, S (2015)
The Weekly Standard and Express (1898)

“Surely the time
has come for the
league to extend
its borders…and
allow the Second
Division clubs
their just reward
of promotion by
merit.”
Charles Sutcliffe, Burnley
Football Club, 1898
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Further quoting of Sutcliffe at the time, shows him to be an advocate of
promotion and relegation: “Surely the time has come for the league to extend
its borders…and allow the Second Division clubs their just reward of promotion
by merit.”7
This meritocratic approach has continued and been adopted by leagues across
the world, with promotion and relegation forming a key part of both the
structure and intrinsic appeal of club soccer for many fans.
The principle of promotion and relegation is explicitly referenced in FIFA statute
IV.9, “a Club’s entitlement to take part in a domestic league championship shall
depend principally on sporting merit. A Club shall qualify for a domestic league
championship by remaining in a certain division or by being promoted or
relegated to another at the end of a season.”8
4.2
US club soccer in the context of other sports and US sports
All of the three major soccer leagues in the United States, including the MLS, sit
in an interesting position in the wider context of the sporting industry: “the
landscape of the United States, when it comes to sports, is completely different
than the rest of the world (Sunil Gulati, USSF President).”9
From a domestic perspective the structuring of the leagues, as closed leagues
without promotion and relegation is normality. Indeed the timing of the
foundation of the MLS goes some way to explaining this, with the history of
financial instability (albeit in the absence of promotion and relegation) rightly
providing a legacy of caution on the part of the founders. This desire of stability
from the outset of MLS as well as the “normality” of closed leagues in US sports,
appears to have made promotion and relegation within soccer a topic to not be
seriously considered. Given the inherent nature of promotion and relegation, no
league has been able to, or could hope to implement it in isolation, despite
recent positive statements from some associated with NASL regarding its
introduction.
In the context of soccer, the US stands alone, certainly in terms of the elite
soccer leagues of the world, in having a closed system, as demonstrated below
and noted by the European Sport Review: “promotion and relegation. These are
important features of the European model that distinguish it from the situation
of the USA, where there is no promotion and relegation to a lower league and
very little financial distribution to smaller clubs or to the amateur or grassroots
level. It seem to be almost universally accepted that the European Sports Model
should be preserved and protected.” 10
While advocates of a closed league point to other US sports as examples of why
US club soccer is a closed system, it does not take into account a number of
fundamental differences between soccer and the major US sports:




Soccer is a global sport, with a global player market and global audiences –
whereas the main US sports have primacy in their sports, both in terms of
labour market and in terms of competition (both on the field and for
broadcaster, sponsor and fan interest), soccer is different.
Lack of a meaningful college draft system – the college draft
system is a core part of US sport, with the NCAA competitions
providing a quasi-professional level of spectacle and player

Sunderland Daily Echo (1898)
Fédération Internationale de Football Associations. (2015)
9
Washington Post. (2016)
10
Arnaut, J. (2006)
7
8
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development that serves the major leagues through the draft
system. Soccer does not have the same scale or quality of
player development at a college level.

Case Study: K-League Classic – the introduction
of promotion and relegation
A recent example of the introduction of promotion
and relegation is South Korea’s K-League, which
introduced it in 2013.

This unique position US soccer finds itself in, of being an exception
within the global context of its sport but in keeping with the normal
structure of sport in its country, naturally prompts debate on this
particular topic, as part of the longer term future of club soccer in
the United States.

Arguably Asian football’s most successful
professional league, with ten Asian Champions
League titles (double that of any other nation),
the K-League Classic consists of 12 clubs.
Previously, much like the MLS today, the league
operated on a closed basis, with no relegation to,
or promotion from, any second tier. However, the
Asian Football Confederation’s desire for all
member leagues to be open, coupled with
negative attention attracted to the league by a
match-fixing scandal in 2011, triggered change.

Table 1
Example of closed / open leagues

Promotion and relegation was successfully
introduced in 2013, with a relegation play-off or
automatic relegation for K-League Classic 11th
and 12th placed finishes respectively. Certain
criteria having to be met by K-League Challenge
(Tier 2) teams who want promotion to the KLeague Classic.

Table 2
Overview of major soccer leagues
Country
FIFA ranking (as at
15th Sept. 2016)
Population (m)

England

France

Italy

Spain

Germany

Holland

USA

Mexico

Brazil

Argentina

Portugal

China

12th

8th

13th

11th

3rd

24th

22nd

15th

4th

1st

7th

78th

63.1

64.3

61

46.9

82.7

16.8

320.1

122.3

200.4

41.4

10.5

1385.6

Liga MX

C ampeonato
Brasileiro
Série A

Argentine
Primera
División

Primeira
Liga

C hinese
Super
League

The Premier
League

Ligue 1

Serie A

La Liga

Bundesliga

Eredivisie

Major
League
Soccer
(MLS)

1992

1932

1898 (1929
as a round
robin)

1929

1963

1956

1993

1943

1959

1891

1934

2004

Promotion and
relegation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Title play offs

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

38.2

20.9

22.6

27.0

40.9

19.4

21.5

27.8

17.6

28.2

10.9

22.2

2.7

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

3.0

2.8

2.9

2.4

2.2

2.7

2.8

Name of top
professional division

Year top division
founded

Average attendance
(latest season 000s)
Goals per game (latest
season)

Source: FIFA, MLS, Deloitte Analysis
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5 The case for promotion and
relegation
This section sets out some of the arguments and analysis that suggests a
debate on this topic is worthy of further consideration.
5.1
The implications of introducing promotion and relegation
This section sets out a variety of arguments for the introduction of promotion and relegation within the context of
the US club soccer league system as well as documenting, to the extent possible, the potential financial,
commercial and sporting upsides arising from it.
This is done in the acknowledgement of the absence of an operational plan to support this. This is not indicative of
this being unfeasible, but rather representative of an absence of any available detailed financial analysis (most
notably regarding Major League Soccer).
Also, the assumed timeline of any implementation of promotion and relegation would be a medium to long term
transition, rather than an immediate switch. The consideration of promotion and relegation needs to be made with
a longer term horizon reflecting the fact Major League Soccer, in particular, has moved over 20 years from a fragile
start up league to a more mature status (i.e. end or near to end of expansion).
The principal themes that emerge in support of the introduction of promotion and relegation in US club soccer are:






Making soccer a more compelling spectacle (see 5.2.1);
Growing revenues at all levels of the game (see 5.2.2 et seq.);
Enhancing player development and hence the performance of the US Men’s National teams (see 5.3);
Attracting investment at all levels of the game (see 5.4); and
Any losses being offset by the effective structuring, governance and regulation of a league pyramid.

All of the above would enable the development of the club game to a higher and deeper level.
5.2
Club/league implications
5.2.1
Compelling content
Any argument regarding the changes to a sports league system needs to be considered first and foremost in the
context of the sporting spectacle (as this is the purpose of the competition and also the ultimate driver of any
commercial value). From this perspective there is some strong evidence to further support the case for the
introduction of promotion and relegation within the US professional soccer pyramid.
Soccer is a sport that enchants fans with a variety of narratives, whether that be title challenges, local derbies or
cup runs. While the current US soccer system has a number of these, conspicuously absent is the battle for, and
interest arising from, clubs trying to staying in the league (avoiding relegation), as well as further down the
pyramid, those clubs aspiring to achieve promotion.
From a spectator/fan perspective, the closed league system reduces the number of matches in a given season
where there is “something at stake” with this percentage decreasing as the season progresses, as compared with
other soccer leagues. This may negatively impact the interest in the league and hence the broadcast, commercial
and matchday appeal, with the diagram on the next page illustrating this.
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Chart 11:

In the context of continued league expansion, for all US leagues, this will become a more significant issue with the
percentage of games with something at stake further decreasing as the number of teams in a league increases.
This negative aspect of the US pyramid system was remarked on in a survey of MLS players in 2014 and 2015 by
ESPN11 with remarks from respondents including:





"Whether you're playing for promotion or to avoid relegation, it makes every game that much more important.
In MLS, if you're having a bad season, some guys just ride out the last couple [of] months because they know
they'll be in the league next year."
"It would bring more pressure. You wouldn't have teams waiting to tee it up three games before the playoffs
and then start."
"It would hold teams accountable game in, game out throughout the season, if it was realistic. Right now,
second-division teams are just not where they need to be in terms of quality. But down the road, it would be
great. It would make the regular season more meaningful."

A further illustrative demonstration of how a closed system reduces the meaning and therefore spectator interest
of matches can be seen by reflecting on the last season of each of the English Premier League, France’s Ligue 1
and the MLS. The most recent season’s last matchday weekend of these three leagues (in regular season) saw:

Five of the ten Premier League matches have “something at stake”, with two games having UEFA Champions
League places at stake, and three with UEFA Europa League places at stake;

Five of the ten Ligue 1 matches having something at stake, even though Paris Saint-Germain had won the
league with eight games to spare, with two matches having UEFA Europa League places at stake and three
games of the final round dictating two of the relegation places.

Across the final day of Major League Soccer, only two of the games had anything at stake for teams looking to
gain a play-off berth.
Looking over time, analysis of the final round of fixtures in the Premier League (played concurrently on the final
weekend of the season) shows that between 2006/07 and 2015/16, seven of the ten seasons involved fixtures
whose outcome would determine the final mix of three relegated teams to the English Championship. In fact, two
of those seasons (2008/09 and 2010/11) involved as many as four fixtures whose result determined relegation fate
of participating clubs, heightening end of season excitement.
Equally, promotion and relegation is by no means the only issue impacting interest, with competition format also
potentially negatively affecting the competiveness of matches. For example, with 60% of MLS teams qualifying for
the playoff (MLS Cup) this again reduces the number of regular season games with something at stake. Promotion
and relegation would therefore make a higher percentage of games in a season of more importance to the final
outcome and allow the league to sustain the appeal for spectators longer than is currently the case.

11

ESPNFC.com (2015)
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5.2.2
Matchday revenue implications
As noted above, the impact of introducing promotion and relegation to
the club soccer pyramid would likely affect the appeal of matches for
fans to attend.
This is of relevance because the NASL/USL, despite strong growth,
have comparatively small matchday attendances and the MLS, while
having reached a high level and shown top line attendance growth, is
nevertheless facing a lack of growth in attendance across a large
proportion of its clubs.
Promotion and relegation may therefore provide a stimulus throughout
leagues in terms of their appeal to potential attendees and is examined
in more detail here.
A useful example of this is an analysis of promotion to, and relegation
from, the Premier League between 2009/10 and 2014/15,
demonstrating how the movement of teams between divisions can be
of a net matchday benefit. For the fifteen clubs promoted to the
Premier League during this period, they saw an average increase in
league attendance of 20% (comparing attendances in their first year in
the Premier League, to their last in the Championship), albeit capacity
constraints at some clubs limited attendance growth and so the figure
could have perhaps been even greater than 20%, whereas those clubs
relegated saw their gates decline by an average of 15% (comparing
attendances in their first year in the Championship to their last in the
Premier League). The same trend follows in the German Bundesliga
between 2010/11 and 2014/15, with a 25% improvement in average
attendance of promoted clubs relative to just a 19% reduction for
relegated clubs. This supports an assertion by Roger Noll of Stanford
University that “promotion and relegation apparently has a net positive
effect on attendance (teams gain more from promotion than they lose
from relegation).”12
A specific example of this can be seen in West Bromwich
Albion, who moved divisions seven times in the space of ten
seasons (2001/02-2010/11). As set out below the club’s
initial promotion to the Premier League saw an increase in
average attendance of 28%. Relegation at the end of the
following seasons saw a decrease of 7%, but the average
attendance was still above that of the previous season in the
Championship (Division One).
In only one instance across the ten seasons did the club’s
average league attendance drop below that of 2001/02. The
club’s average attendance has remained broadly consistent
since returning to the Premier League in 2010/11 with
utilisation in excess of 90%. Overall this shows how clubs
can hold onto the fan base acquired through promotion even
despite relegation.

12

Noll, R. (2002)

West Brom w ich Albion average league attendance

Season
2001/02
2002/03
2003/04
2004/05
2005/06
2006/07
2007/08
2008/09
2009/10
2010/11
2011/12
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16

Championship Premier League

Mvmt. %

20,691
26,523
24,765
26,044
25,404
20,472
22,311
25,828
22,199
24,683
24,817
25,317
25,208
25,035
24,589

28%
(7%)
5%
(2%)
(19%)
9%
16%
(14%)
11%
1%
2%
(0%)
(1%)
(2%)

Source: Premier League, Football League, Deloitte Analysis
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Therefore promotion and relegation can be considered to be a driver of matchday attendances, and by extension
matchday revenues. To consider this in the context of the US club pyramid, an example would be where the two
bottom teams in MLS were replaced by the two top teams from either NASL or USL (excluding MLS II sides).
In considering the impact of moving from a lower league into MLS it is useful to look at the context of franchises
entering the MLS and how their attendances have compared with their prior season outside the MLS, as set out
below:
Chart 12:

Provided below is an illustrative example of the potential first season impact on MLS total attendance were
promotion and relegation to be introduced:
Chart 13:

The illustrative total attendance movement presented above assumes:

Loss of 366,000 attendees due to relegation of one MLS club, generating an average gate of c.21,500
across 17 regular season home fixtures;

Gain of 102,000 attendees due to promotion of one NASL/USL club, generating an average gate of c.6,000
across 17 regular season home fixtures; and

Additional 102,000 attendees for promoted NASL/USL clubs, representing a doubling of total attendance
achieved in the previous league. This is considered to represent the introduction of additional excitement
for the promoted club’s local community, with the chance to participate in the top tier - as evidenced by
the earlier analysis of the Seattle Sounders, Montreal Impact and Portland Timbers.
The effect of promotion and relegation is a net reduction in the league’s total attendance of 162,000 attendees,
arising from the loss of a MLS club with a higher average attendance relative to a promoted USL/NASL club.
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However, introduction of a scenario of promotion and relegation, and the associated improvement in league
narrative, may be expected to generate further growth in attendance across the remaining 19 teams within the
MLS.
Recouping the shortfall of 162,000 attendees across 323 regular season home games (17 home games across 19
teams) would require the remaining 19 teams to entice an additional 500 attendees per fixture. This represents a
c.2.5% uplift per fixture relative to the assumed average MLS attendance of c.21,500. This does not seem an
unachievable target given the wider benefits offered by promotion and relegation as discussed elsewhere in this
report.
Even if one accepts that promotion and relegation may struggle to have an immediate beneficial impact on total
top division club attendances if introduced in the United States, there are some important factors to consider:

The promotion chase and the inclusion of bigger relegated teams would likely raise the average in the league
below, as excitement attracts fans, above the levels currently being seen and therefore the gap to the top
division would decrease. For example the average attendance for those clubs in the top six of the
Championship in 2015/16 was 29% higher than the league average, whereas the top two teams on the 2015
NASL season were actually on average 12% below the league average in match attendance;

Relegation battles could also sustain or increase attendance at the bottom of a league, for example the three
clubs relegated from the English Premier League in 2015/16 had an average attendance slightly above the
league average as a whole (with between 79% and 100% occupancy across the season);

Those clubs likely to be relegated may well be those that are struggling in terms of attendance anyway. For
example the two teams that finished bottom of MLS in 2015 were ranked 18 th and 20th in terms of attendance
in that season.

The added dynamism from promotion and relegation in both the MLS and other levels of the pyramid, could be
expected to increase interest and drive attendance growth across the game.
Conclusion

Movement of clubs between leagues can have a long term positive effect on attendances, and by
extension, matchday revenue. As it would likely attract and retain more fans in the medium term if
looked at from a whole pyramid point of view, rather than just the net immediate impact on the top
division.

This would likely have the effect that matchday revenue for the MLS may fall in the immediate term but
recover in short term, while it would be of immediate financial benefit to all other leagues.

To realise this however, there needs to be continued strong matchday attendance growth in leagues
below the top tier.

The increase in attendance also has further positive financial knock-on effects through increased
broadcast audience (i.e. full stadia creating a better broadcast product) and commercially through
increased footfall assisting with merchandising sales, as well as the increased broadcast and matchday
audience appeal for potential commercial partners.
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5.2.3
Broadcast revenue implications
The broadcast appeal of soccer in the United States is growing, with both the value of broadcast deals and the
audiences for soccer reflecting this. However, domestic club soccer in the US risks being the poor relation in this,
as it is failing to keep pace with the growth of interest in the game (particularly in foreign leagues and the national
team) and has not as yet, become a compelling and valuable standalone property for US broadcasters.
Chart 14:

The current value for broadcast rights for the MLS alone is difficult to discern, given the packaging of rights with
other valuable properties such as the US Men’s National Team. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the decoupling of
MLS rights from these could have a detrimental effect on broadcast revenue to MLS. Equally, the rights for the
NASL and USL are not currently generating significant revenue.
US club soccer leagues therefore seemingly need help to keep pace with other global leagues in terms of US viewer
interest. While promotion and relegation would not solve this entirely, it would nevertheless create new narrative
content and additional broadcast appeal.
At present the MLS, NASL and USL are missing out on a possible exciting broadcast narrative within their league,
aside from the title race in each league, namely:



MLS – relegation battle; and
NASL/USL – promotion and relegation battles within the league.

The closed nature of the leagues, restricting the stories broadcasters have to tell appears to be presenting issues in
terms of retaining broadcast audiences throughout the season, as demonstrated below:
Chart 15:

Chart 16:

The pattern shown above is the opposite of what one would expect in an open league. As the league season
progresses one would expect the dramatic content and meaning of matches to increase. The above seems to
demonstrate the risk of a drift into more meaningless matches towards the season’s end.
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Further analysis of MLS broadcast figures for the 2015 season highlights these current broadcast challenges:






Games played at the end of the regular MLS season, especially for teams in the bottom third of the league,
drew poor audiences, below the season average. For example, the first five games broadcast by ESPN
(between June and August) had an average broadcast audience of 412,300, whereas the four other regular
season games (shown between September and October) drew an average audience of 251,800 (source:
Eurodata).
Even the prospect of the play-offs as they stand did not appear to be of significant broadcast appeal. Games in
September and October, at the end of the regular season and involving Kansas, Houston and San Jose (all
contesting a place in the Eastern Conference play offs) drew the lowest audiences of the season on Fox Sports
1, well below the season average - perhaps demonstrating that the battle for one of six play-off spots in a
division of ten teams is of less dramatic intensity and broadcast appeal than a relegation battle (source:
Eurodata).
The start of the NFL season may also be a contributing factor in lower audiences for MLS in the autumn.

In contrast, evidence from open leagues suggests that the dynamic of promotion and relegation delivers a more
appealing broadcast product. For example, analysis of the English Championship in 2015/16 serves to highlight this
as the two clubs that achieved automatic promotion (Burnley and Middlesbrough) saw considerable increases in
their latter regular season games that decided their promotion:






Burnley’s deciding match against Queen’s Park Rangers saw their highest average broadcast audience of the
season, of 551,000, 74% higher than the season average for the other (13) Burnley matches broadcast in the
season (source: EFL, Kantar).
The match between Middlesbrough and Brighton and Hove Albion, which secured Middlesbrough’s promotion
was the second highest average audience (436,000) and the highest peak audience of the season (697,000),
with the average being more than 32% higher than the average for the other (15) matches in which
Middlesbrough appeared on television (source: EFL, Kantar).
This is not just the regular season race either, with the English Championship playoffs seeing matches for the
participants ranging from between 22% and 163% higher than the regular season averages for those clubs,
and between 47% and 216% higher when compared to the season average for all matches in the league.

Chart 17:

The evidence for the increased attractiveness, from a broadcast perspective, is not just limited to England. The
second leg of the Serie B play off final in Italy in 2016, between Trapani and Pescara drew an average audience of
467,434 a Serie B record for Sky Italia.
Conclusion

The introduction of promotion and relegation would create a more compelling broadcast product across all
levels of the game, injecting leagues with additional incentive and jeopardy to attract audiences.

With more at stake at both the bottom and top of leagues, it is likely that broadcast interest will be better
sustained through the season than is currently the case.

An increase in broadcast audiences will clearly make the properties more appealing in their own right to
broadcast and therefore offer the opportunity for broadcast revenue increases.
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5.2.4
Commercial revenue implications
In the absence of financial data both at a league and club level it is difficult to ascertain the precise impact of
promotion and relegation on commercial revenue. However, when considering the wider context of the issue
there are a number of possible upsides.
If one considers the key drivers of commercial revenue within soccer (both at a league and individual club level),
it is clear to see how opening the league up could be beneficial commercially.
Brands’ desire to partner with soccer clubs/leagues is principally born out of a desire for benefits arising from
association with a given club and/or the commercial reach such a relationship provides. Promotion and relegation
could enhance both of these.
5.2.4.1
Association
A more competitive club soccer pyramid, would create more opportunities for competition, and therefore success
(e.g. promotion). In so doing this will enhance the commercial appeal of clubs, principally of clubs outside of the
top tier, as brands look to align themselves with clubs competing successfully (e.g. for a title, promotion). There
would of course also be downside risk from relegations, but as noted earlier and elsewhere in the world this
battle for survival adds drama and interest.
5.2.4.2
Reach
The increase in matchday and broadcast audience that promotion and relegation battles could create would
therefore likely increase the appeal of club and league commercial inventory. The greater exposure through
enhanced broadcast and matchday audiences, would allow potential commercial partners greater opportunities to
connect with customers (i.e. value). Equally increased footfall on matchdays would present more significant
retailing opportunities for clubs as well.
Conclusion

Having more opportunities for clubs to be successful would enhance their commercial attractiveness.

An increase in the broadcast and matchday audiences would enhance the commercial appeal of leagues
centrally (e.g. title sponsorship) and for clubs.

Relegation would reduce clubs’ commercial appeal but may only be temporary and could be offset with
sufficient structuring (e.g. parachute payments).

5.3
Player related implications
5.3.1
Player trading implications
With significant stress upon the business models of US professional clubs, it is interesting to note that the US
appears to currently be missing out on a revenue stream that for clubs in many other leagues around the world is
significant, namely the proceeds from player sales. With clubs already facing challenges in terms of sustainability,
the global upwards pressure on player wage costs is a significant risk and one that may be mitigated through more
effective domestic player development.
Even some of the largest football leagues in the world are net exporters of talent, with their talent development
pathways producing players whose value can be realised and the proceeds reinvested or used to underwrite other
costs within the business. For example, in the 2013/14 seasons covered by FY2014 financial results, transfer
proceeds accounted for the equivalent of as much as 38% of the revenue of Serie A, 63% of revenue of the
Portuguese top division and 26% of the revenue of the Netherlands’ Eredivise. (Source: UEFA)
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Chart 18:

Currently the US club soccer pyramid system does not appear to be achieving meaningful success in this area,
potentially suggesting that in the context of the global soccer player market, the MLS/NASL/USL are not developing
players to a standard in keeping with the US’s ambitions. Equally this lack of player development (explored from a
sporting perspective later) means that the US club business model is missing out.
Chart 19:

Chart 20:

The charts above demonstrate the movement of players out of the MLS from 2012 until the time of writing. This
shows that while the number of players leaving the league, including the number leaving for a transfer fee has
increased, the numbers when considered in the context of other leagues are comparatively modest. The limited
nature of current player trading by the MLS is also supported by analysis of the reported values of these
transactions.
Chart 21:
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As shown in the chart above, at the time of writing MLS clubs have generated c.€13m (c.$14.6m) of transfer
income over the course of the 2016 season. This is clearly some way behind Europe’s well established leagues.
Closer to home, the MLS generated c.46% of the transfer income earned by Mexico’s Liga MX in 2015/16.
Sweden’s 16 team domestic top-tier (Allsvenkan), represents the closest competitor to MLS by transfer income in
the chart above.
An argument could be made that a comparative lack of player sales is representative of successful retention of
talent rather than being indicative of limited amount of internationally appealing quality players. However the
global nature of the player labour markets and the salary constraints of US club soccer (i.e. salary cap), makes this
unlikely, “there are twenty leagues in Europe that pay higher average salaries than the MLS, including the
Romanian league. Globally there are probably more than thirty professional leagues that pay more.” 13
A thriving club pyramid, allowing players to gain real competitive experience at all levels of leagues is a key part of
player development in many other nations. A deeper and more competitive club soccer pyramid may enable club
owners to better realise value from player sales, if needed, to both domestic and foreign clubs.
5.3.2
Cost implications
While predicting the cost implications of promotion and relegation per se is difficult, one thing that can be said with
certainty regarding US club soccer regardless of whether the league is open or closed is that, as with all leagues,
player costs will increase.
Regardless of the implication of promotion and relegation or other format changes, the soccer player labour market
has never been as competitive for clubs, lucrative for players or as global in scale as it is today. With a number of
leagues around the world beginning to invest at levels not seen before, both in terms of mature leagues such as
the English Premier League and newer leagues such as the Chinese Super League, the cost of acquiring and
retaining player talent is ever increasing.
Looking specifically at the introduction of promotion and relegation, it has been suggested that this can have an
upward effect on costs: “The adoption of a promotion/relegation system will increase the wages of players as long
as the world supply of professional soccer players is not perfectly elastic. This effect is not due solely to the
possibility that promotion/relegation may increase demand, but is a consequence of the fact that expenditures on
players today are an investment in that they are a cost of gaining entry into a better league (or of avoiding
demotion to a lower league), which causes this year’s players to have greater value than they would without
promotion and relegation.”14 With more at stake for owners in an open league, it follows that the importance (and
therefore cost) of playing talent may likely also increase.
While this in isolation would appear to be a negative consequence of introducing open leagues, it needs to be
viewed in the wider global context of player costs, as “the problem…is that in the global market other leagues will
not stand still and wait for MLS to overtake them. Salaries are being pushed up by the global competition, which is
only likely to increase in the future…while emerging markets in the Gulf and China will add to price pressures.”15
Therefore while promotion and relegation would likely increase the costs side of soccer, this is a necessity that the
MLS and other US leagues will have to face anyway given the global context. Equally if the league becomes open,
these increases in costs may be exceeded by the potential revenue upsides outlined.
Also, if structured correctly, costs can be aligned with promotion and relegation. The inclusion of relegation and
promotion clauses stipulating different salary levels according to what division the team is playing in within player
contracts is an increasing part of clubs’ business planning, and there is no reason why this principle could not be
effectively deployed or indeed mandated within the US club soccer pyramid.

13
14
15

Szymanski, S. (2015)
Noll, R. (2002)
Szymanski, S. (2015) p.238
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5.3.3
Player development
Improving the quality of player development through a fluid and competitive club pyramid structure would
potentially yield financial benefit for clubs and leagues but also could have benefits for US soccer more widely.
Domestic player development is of clear benefit for club owners but also seen as a priority for US Soccer, who
stated in their Phase IV business plan in 2003, that “We cannot over-emphasize the importance of player
development in the future of our sport”16
The impact of promotion and relegation in terms of creating better quality teams and players has been remarked
as being: “Holding the demand for soccer constant across countries and team locations within those countries, a
nation with promotion/relegation will have stronger teams than a nation with leagues of fixed size. For example,
the primary soccer league in the U.S., Major League Soccer, always will be weaker than the top European leagues
even if soccer becomes as popular in the U.S. as it is in Europe because MLS does not practice promotion and
relegation”17
While the modest number of sales of players overseas from the US club pyramid serves as one indicator of room
for improvement in player development so does an analysis of the USA’s FIFA ranking relative to its population.
The matrix below sets out the top 30 nations in FIFA’s country coefficient ranking, relative to each nation’s
population.
Chart 22:

No nation with a closed league system has ever won the FIFA World Cup and there is support from within the US
Men’s National Team organisation for a fuller consideration of the topic, with US Men’s National Coach Jürgen
Klinsmann remarking: “This thrill of the relegation battle is non-existent in the U.S. league. The risk for club
investors to all of a sudden play in the second league would be too high. But the sporting side would benefit from
it. Our players from Europe know that. That furthers our national team. Something is at stake week in, week out.
Be it at the top or at the bottom, you always have to perform”18

16
17
18

US Soccer (2016)
Noll, R. (2002)
ESPNFC.com (2015)
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Players themselves appeared divided on the issue, as seen in the last two years of ESPN’s MLS player survey 19:
Chart 23:

Albeit given the implications of relegation for their personal employment and remuneration it seems remarkable
that as many as half the players could would embrace that personal financial risk as a trade-off for a more vibrant
sporting competition.
5.4
Owner/investor related implications
5.4.1
Encouragement of owner investment
Ambition is the route to growth. Investment in playing staff, professional progressive management teams and club
infrastructure is a critical component of any successful league. To achieve this requires committed and motivated
ownership.
Currently the closed nature of the leagues limits the potential and ambition of owners. These limitations, coupled
with the challenging business model currently within US club soccer, means that existing and potential owners may
not be motivated to invest to the levels needed to significantly grow and improve the club game in USA. At present
the rationale for most owners is one of “donation” with limited prospects for achievement rather than “investment”
to reach a new, higher level.
5.4.1.1
Motivating existing ownership
5.4.1.1.1 Risk
The arguments in favour of having a closed league focus on the stability and certainty this model provides to
existing, or prospective, club owners. While this is true, in the sense of ownership being guaranteed of their league
status, it does provide some potential challenges, which may conversely hurt the wider ownership group through
inhibiting the longer term growth of a league.
At present there is no penalty for finishing at the bottom of any of the US club leagues, which in turn means there
is limited motivation, beyond owner’s personal pride, to improve. Promotion and relegation motivate all owners to
continually improve their teams through the fear of relegation (and in hope of promotion). This would likely have
the effect of improving the overall quality of the leagues: “if a team receives a net financial benefit from
promotion, and experiences a financial loss from relegation, teams at the bottom of a league have a greater
incentive to improve team quality than would be the case in a league of fixed membership. The reason is that an
improvement in team quality today not only increases revenues in the current season, but increases the probability
of enjoying greater profits in the next season. For teams at the top of the best league, there is no opportunity for
promotion, so their incentives are unaffected by the fact that some weak teams will be relegated. Thus, the net
effect is to reduce the quality gap between the best and worst teams.”20
5.4.1.1.2 Reward
With no hope of promotion, then the limit of a club’s ambition outside the top tier is to win the league they are in.
With limited potential, there are limited reasons for owners to invest. Promotion and relegation would certainly
19
20

ESPNFC.com (2016)
Noll, R. (2003)
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motivate ownership further down the pyramid to invest, as has been seen in the case of English and European
football.
The success of the Premier League demonstrates this, as the prize of reaching the Premier League has increased so
too have we seen an upward trend in the investment, both in playing talent and facilities in the Championship as
owners seek entry to the top division. Between 2006/07 and 2014/15 Premier League revenue increased by 119%
from £1,530m to £3,347m. Over this same period, Championship wage costs rose by 109%.
Chart 24:

Chart 25:

The investment that promotion can induce is not just in the arms race for talent to get promoted. A club pyramid
structure with unchecked potential also has seen ownership further down the leagues invest in the infrastructure
and management of their clubs, so that they are in a position to capitalise on the matchday and commercial
opportunities that promotion may present. For example capital expenditure (i.e. spending on physical
infrastructure such as stadia and training grounds) in the Championship has increased as the size of the prize of
promotion to the Premier League has increased.
Chart 26:

5.4.1.2
New ownership
Open leagues, and the potential they give owners in lower divisions could also, as we have seen in other leagues,
motivate new ownership to enter the pyramid and invest in a second or third tier club with the aim of gaining
promotion. This has been the case in the UK for a number of years.
Despite the decades of poor annual cash returns from UK football clubs, interest from investors has continued.
Between May 2005 and September 2008, when there was a strong level of US investment in English soccer clubs,
there were around 20 transactions involving a change of majority ownership of clubs in the top two divisions of
English football. Since this period, to the time of writing, there have been over 30 such transactions, a significant
number of these being for clubs outside of the top division.
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The potential to grow clubs in this way is clearly of interest to investors, including
those from North America:






Joey Saputo, owner of MLS franchise Montreal Impact, commenting on
purchasing then second tier Bologna FC in Italy: “The objective when we took
over the club was firstly to get into Serie A and now that we’re here it’s to
stay”21
American based General Sports and Entertainment on purchasing Derby County
in 2008: "If we can build on its strong foundations, there's no reason why
Derby cannot be a perennial Premier League club. We are excited about this
opportunity and impressed by the club's potential."22
Steve Kaplan, commenting on the recent purchase of a majority stake in
Swansea City: "The story of this community and a team which came from the
fourth division and marched its way up into the Premier League, and not only
entered the Premier League but has done quite well - that's a compelling
story."23

Other notable examples of owners motivated by the potential to move clubs up
through the divisions include:






21
22
23

TSG 1899 Hoffenheim (Germany):

Dietmar Hopp’s (founder of software firm SAP) financial backing of TSG
1899 Hoffenheim around the turn of millennium was arguably the key
trigger for the club’s meteoric rise from Germany’s fifth tier of domestic
football to the Bundesliga in just nine seasons (1999/00 to 2007/08).

Since their inaugural Bundesliga season in 2008/09 the club have been
ever-present in the league, with 2016/17 marking their ninth appearance.
The club have been consistent performers in the league, with a 16th place
finish and relegation play-off in 2012/13 marking the closest the club have
come to relegation.
Wigan Athletic (England)

Wigan Athletic FC finished 19th in England’s fourth tier of domestic football
(Football League Division Three) in the 1993/94 season. However, the
arrival of new owner Dave Whelan in 1995 set the foundation for the club’s
path to the Premier League for the start of the 2005/06 season.

After an eight year stay, the club currently compete in the Championship
(domestic second tier), following relegation from the Premier League at the
end of the 2012/13 season. Ironically, it was in the same season as
relegation that the club’s most notable modern day success was achieved winning the 2012/13 FA Cup and the right to compete in the 2013/14 UEFA
Europa League.
Fulham (England)

1997 saw Fulham FC’s promotion from the fourth tier of domestic football
(Football League Division Three), concurrent with the acquisition of the club
by Mohamed Al-Fayed in May of that year. Subsequently, 2001/02 saw the
club appear in the Premier League for the first time, after two promotions in
four seasons.

Finishing seventh in 2008/09 and runners-up in the subsequent season’s
Europa League mark the club’s most significant achievements in recent
years. The club were relegated to the Championship (domestic second tier)
after 13 seasons in 2013/14.

Bologna FC 1909 (2015)
BBC Sport (2008)
BBC Sport (2016)
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5.4.2
Franchise fee implications
It is our understanding that the current franchise fee model plays a key part in minimizing the losses/capital calls
on existing owners. This source of income would seem to have a naturally finite lifespan, as leagues reach their
maximum capacity and therefore there is no more scope for expansion. Equally, as leagues increase in size the
franchise fee will need to increase to keep the average distribution per club the same. Therefore US club soccer
will need to plan for an era of no franchise fee income, irrespective of the introduction of promotion and
relegation.
While there has been great success in increasing the franchise fee for new (expansion) franchises, there is yet to
be evidence of asset appreciation of existing US club soccer franchises, and the subsequent realisation of this
value (and profit) through a sale. This has been a core component and justification for investment in soccer clubs
elsewhere, with annual operating losses offset for investors in the medium to long term through the sale of clubs
to new owners. Similarly this has been the case in other US sports, albeit in more mature leagues, with existing
franchises traded and delivering owners significant returns on their investments.
Conclusion

By opening up the club league pyramid, this would motivate both existing and potential owners,
encouraging investment and strategic management at all levels of the club.

Catalysing ambition on the part of ownership would allow for a meritocratic evolution of club pyramid.
The introduction of promotion and relegation would likely bring an end to the franchise fee model,
eliminating this as a potential revenue stream for club owners. However, this revenue stream seems
likely to cease in the medium term regardless of the promotion and relegation debate.

Summary of the potential implications of the introduction of promotion and relegation in US club soccer
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6 The case against promotion
and relegation
There are well established arguments against promotion and relegation,
these need to be acknowledged and considered in the context of a move
to an open league.
6.1
The case against an open league system
While there are potential upsides to promotion and relegation, the topic can be divisive amongst stakeholders with
strong opposition to its introduction.
Given the turbulent history of the US club league system and that its current iteration is still relatively young, there
may be understandable hesitance to consider such a fundamental change to the structure. However, with careful
planning and effective implementation there are a range of mitigating actions that could offset the main perceived
risks associated with opening the closed league system.
Many of the challenges to opening the leagues come from framing the debate in the status quo of the leagues
today, rather than considering it in the context of a football pyramid where the decision has been made to move
towards open leagues.
Clubs who achieve promotion could, as has been the case elsewhere, retain the right to refuse promotion if they
feel they are not suited to moving up. For example if clubs feel that they would not be able to operate a budget
that would allow them to be competitive or that to meet certain league criteria would require investment beyond
their means.
6.2
The quality of promoted teams
6.2.1
Sporting quality
One key concern of the opening of the league system is whether the teams being promoted would be inferior in
quality to those they replace through relegation and therefore whether it would lower the sporting standard of the
league as whole.
Examples from England show a strong level of competition by clubs being promoted. Since the Premier League was
introduced 58% of promoted clubs have avoided relegation in their first season. This is despite the huge financial
gulf between the Premier League and the Championship which has been cited many times as likely to prevent
promoted teams being able to compete.
By the nature of promotion and relegation, the best sporting teams would be promoted and as evidenced in
England even in countries with huge financial disparity between divisions the gap can be effectively bridged.
In a transitional period, play-offs to decide promotion and relegation (where the bottom teams of the upper
division playoff against the top teams from the lower) may be an effective means of further mitigating this risk.
This mechanism has already been used in a number of sports, including professional rugby league in England for
example.
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6.2.2
Financial stability
Given the history of US professional club soccer, some stakeholders are rightly concerned about the financial
stability and quality of management of teams that may achieve promotion. This can be allayed through the
implementation of club licensing criteria that ensure a level of financial and professional competence, as
determined by a given league.
For example, UEFA’s club licensing regulations ensure that only clubs meeting its criteria can compete in its
competitions. For example, clubs are not allowed to have overdue payables towards other football clubs.
6.2.3
Infrastructure / attendances
Club licensing again can provide a means through which the quality of stadia and/or levels of attendance can be
managed, with only those clubs meeting criteria being granted access to a league, or granted access on strict
conditions that they complete such developments within a short (maximum one year, say) period after promotion.
Examples of this include the UEFA Champions League, where clubs must have a stadium with a capacity of greater
than 8,000 in order to compete in the group stage onwards. Those clubs not fulfilling this criteria often need to find
an alternative solution in order to compete (e.g. ground share).
There are example of this at domestic league levels, such as the English Premier League’s requirement that all
stadia are all seater with spectators “offered only seated accommodation, the majority of which shall be covered,
and there shall be no standing terraces.”24
6.3
Single entity / closed system prevents unsustainable escalation of costs
As is the case with club licensing, there are now numerous examples across football of the implementation of
Financial Fair Play regulations effectively controlling increases in costs, and assisting in the longer term
sustainability of clubs.
A similar system, combined, or instead of a salary cap mechanism would ensure that owners do not spend beyond
their means and that ownership does not create an artificial arms race amongst themselves for talent.
6.4
Leagues have not as yet reached mature capacity
“The principal strategic decision of a league is to determine its size.”25 As such the argument that many leagues
have yet to fully expand, and therefore the focus should be on that rather than promotion and relegation, is a fair
one. However, in so doing promotion and relegation could, and arguably should, be considered as part of this
process.
At present, expansion decisions are often made in isolation of any sporting merit, with teams either being newly
established or effectively rebuilt when joining a new league. One possible option would be for the introduction of a
sporting meritocracy in terms of expansion options, with those clubs finishing top of Division II tier leagues gaining
the right to purchase (at a discount) entry to Division I.
6.5

Relegation would be unfair on those investors who have supported the growth of a league
over time
The economic considerations regarding the introduction of promotion and relegation into US club soccer have
largely centred, understandably, on the potential economic downside for those clubs/owners who could find
themselves relegated in a given season.
Clearly those who have invested in a league over time and/or through the payment of a franchise fee may feel that
relegation represents a major new risk which would undermine and unnecessarily jeopardise this investment. This
is understandable, but a managed transition with properly structured promotion and relegation could have upsides
that could offset this loss and more importantly be of benefit to all stakeholders in the longer term.

24
25

Premier League Handbook 2016/17 (2016)
Noll, R. (2002)
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The position that the three principal leagues are in
today, in relative stability, compared to some of the
episodes in the history of US soccer, owes a significant
amount to the long term support and investment of
owners. Some owners have invested both in terms of
franchise fees, but also ongoing capital calls, to ensure
a given league continues.
Therefore it is wholly understandable that having made
this investment owners would be reluctant to give up
their place in a league through relegation, especially
those in the top tier of the club pyramid.
However, acknowledging the long term challenges to
sustainability, let alone growth, that the current model
faces, the potential benefit of change must be
considered. In the absence of change to catalyse
ambitious investment and dynamism in the structure,
the growth potential of professional club soccer risks
not being achieved.
Effectively mitigating this risk for an owner of a “loss”
in the equity of a given league could be possible. For
example, original league members and those who have
paid an expansion franchise fee could become
shareholders in the entity of the league, before the
introduction of promotion and relegation.
Revenue accrued by a given league could then be
distributed as follows;




Firstly, dividends to shareholders (i.e. those clubs,
irrespective of division, who were either original
teams or paid expansion franchise fees); then
Secondly, distributions to current members (i.e. the
clubs in the league for a given season)

A similar system is already in existence in England’s top
tier rugby union competition. With revenue distributed
according to a share class structure which includes 25%
of income distributed to the thirteen holders of “p
shares” (the founder members of the league), with the
remaining income distributed by other share class
rankings dependent on a club’s length of tenure in the
league.
There would obviously be significant overlap between
shareholders and members in this scenario. This is an
illustrative example of possible ways in which to
preserve a perceived “equity” reflecting historic
investment in the league, whilst also opening up the
pyramid to benefit from the variety of upsides and
rewarding current sporting performance.
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Case study: The English Conference
Sitting below the English Premier League and Football League,
the National League (formerly the Football Conference) is
England’s fifth tier of men’s senior football. The league’s
development provides a case example of the phased
introduction of promotion and relegation into a closed league
scenario.
Historically, National League winners had no guarantee of
promotion to the Football League, as election by Football
League members was required. At the end of each season clubs
at the bottom of the Football League were obliged to seek reelection. The bottom clubs had to apply to the Football League
and be subject to a vote by the League’s members only, who
also considered, and typically rejected, the applications of
ambitious non-Football League clubs eager to join.
From 1986-87 onwards automatic promotion (subject to
financial and ground criteria) was offered to the champion of
the Football Conference, with the bottom club in the Football
League relegated to the Football Conference. The minimum
criteria were enacted on a number of instances (e.g. Stevenage
FC’s rejected promotion application in 1995/96).
2003 saw further development, with two clubs moving up or
down (at the bottom of the league per season), with automatic
promotion for National League winners and the opportunity for
promotion of a second team via play-offs. Between 2008/09
and 2015/16, AFC Wimbledon have risen from Tier 6 to Tier 3,
a clear example of a club that has taken advantage of the open
league system.
Introduction of promotion and relegation has allowed English
football to bridge England’s fourth and fifth tiers of men’s senior
football, with the threat of relegation creating a more vibrant
fourth tier, as well as stronger depth of competition within the
fifth tier. Any variation of this phased implementation of
promotion and relegation may be considered transferrable to
the case of US soccer.

Summary

The opening of the US club soccer pyramid could
present a number of significant risks.

However, through careful consideration these could
be effectively mitigated.

Critical to any open club system would be effective
governance frameworks, such as club licensing
measures to ensure the sporting integrity and
financial stability of leagues are maintained,
regardless of the churn in membership through
promotion and relegation.

The perceived loss of “equity” for long term
investors in a league, in the event of their
relegation, could be significantly offset by effective
revenue distribution mechanisms, sympathetic to
the depth of a club owner’s historical involvement
with a given league.
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7 Conclusions
The introduction of promotion and relegation could provide a large range
of upsides that could help catalyse further growth in US club soccer and
enable the world’s most popular sport to develop and reach its potential
in the world’s biggest sports market.
7.1
Club soccer in the USA today
Club soccer in the United States has had a long and troubled history, with
recent decades offering more structure and consistency than had previously
been the case. The ambition of the United States as a soccer nation continues
to grow and in order to realise these ambitions, and capitalise on the
undoubted potential of the sport, a review of the role and format of the
professional club game may be required.
The key conclusions arising from a review of the current state of soccer in the
United States are:










26

Soccer in the US as a sport has come a long way – soccer has
become a major sport in the US in terms of grassroots participation and
audiences for major international soccer properties have also become
significant. The current club system, while comparatively stable, has yet
to meet the demands of fans, or deliver the broadcast and matchday
audiences the potential of the sport in the US may warrant.
But club soccer in the US has struggled to keep pace – the last two
decades have been comparatively stable in terms of leagues. Credit is
due to Major League Soccer in particular for driving two decades of
expansion and, for some clubs, attendance growth especially given the
competitive nature of the US professional sports market.
Major League Soccer has done well to attract franchise and
stadium investment – but there is a limited lifespan to the franchise
fee model and without significant increases in broadcast and matchday
audiences, the business model may face challenges in the medium term.
Fan interest in non-US based club soccer is increasing – with
growing interest in foreign soccer broadcast properties, the revenue
potential from broadcast rights deals faces long term challenges.
The closed league system, while understandable in the context of
when leagues were established, may hinder the longer term
growth prospects of club soccer – the closed league system is one
that seeks to maximise profit for owners and protect a league’s financial
sustainability. However to date, this model in US soccer is more about
loss and capital call minimisation, rather than profit maximisation,
struggling to grow revenues and reliant to an extent on expansion
franchise fees, which have a limited lifespan.

Washington Post. (2016)

“Does that mean
promotion and
relegation could
never happen? No,
I’m not saying that.
But to think that we,
from the
federation’s
standpoint, say, ‘It’s
happening,’ that is
different than when
it happens
organically.”26
Sunil Gulati, USSF President,
2015
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7.2
The future of club soccer in the USA
The future of club soccer in the USA therefore faces a number of challenges both in
terms of capturing the hearts and minds of fans in the face of competition from
other US sports, as well as from overseas soccer properties. It also needs to attract
revenue and investors to allow the club game to develop to a level that enables the
US to achieve its potential to be amongst the leading soccer nations in the world.
While there are many factors to consider within this debate, conspicuous by its
absence from the US game, when viewed in the context of soccer globally is
promotion and relegation. Analysis of this shows that, as a minimum, it is worthy of
considered debate amongst the main stakeholders within US club soccer:












Open leagues should attract more fans to matches – evidence from
other leagues demonstrates that the spectacle of promotion and relegation,
and the churn of teams between divisions can actually be of net benefit to
attendances across the club pyramid or a whole.
Increased attention and audiences will translate into increased
revenue – with increased competition at all levels of the club game, and at
both ends of a league, matchday and broadcast audiences may be increased.
In so doing, this can deliver increase in matchday (e.g. ticket sales),
broadcast (e.g. greater viewing figures leading to enhanced broadcast rights
deals) and commercial (e.g. more attention delivering greater returns for
commercial partners) revenue.
Promotion and relegation will motivate ownership at all levels – by
enabling the ambition of owners further down the pyramid (through
promotion) as well as by removing the safety net for owners (through
relegation) this will motivate ownership to invest and/or develop their club so
as to capitalise on the benefits of promotion or avoid the penalties of
relegation.
Opening the pyramid will attract investment at all levels of the game –
owners looking to develop a long term club project, growing a club from a
grassroots organisation to a professional one, may be more motivated to
become involved than would be the case with no prospect of promotion or
entry to a professional league without a franchise fee payment.
Increased opportunities and competition would assist with player
development at all levels – with more competition throughout the pyramid
through the prospect of promotion and the threat of relegation, the intensity
of competition for players would increase, as would the emphasis for clubs
throughout the country to develop their coaching infrastructure.
Opening the leagues can be done in a way so as to mitigate any risks
– effective implementation of governance regulations and minimum league
standards would ensure that the financial security and sporting integrity of
leagues was preserved whilst also allowing the leagues to benefit from the
potential identified upsides of promotion and relegation.

It seems clear that there is potential benefit for US club soccer in introducing
promotion and relegation. However, there is no immediate prospect of this
happening. For the topic to move forward several key issues need to be addressed
including:





Decisions made on the optimum number of teams in the existing leagues;
The continued development and stability of a second tier competition to
develop clubs capable in management and football terms of joining the first
tier; and
Consideration of the mechanism by which long term league investors have
their “equity” protected, at least in the short term, from relegation.
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Ultimately opening up the league system allows for an organic growth of the game, engaging and maintaining
fans, players and owners in a way that ensures a meritocratic football pyramid.
Without deeper analysis of the finances of US club soccer, most specifically those of the MLS, it is impossible to
make a reliable estimate of the scale of financial benefits that may arise from the opening of the US club
pyramid.
However, taking a strategic view of the wider ambitions of the US as a soccer nation, the changing dynamics of
the global club soccer industry and the maturity curve of US club soccer, it is clear that this issue is worthy of
further debate, and further analysis.
The US has great ambitions, and potential, as a soccer nation. It therefore needs to be a compelling reason to
constrain the ambition of clubs and owners domestically, through the continued closed league system.
Just as in 1898 in England, while promotion and relegation may not obviously appear a critical priority for
American club soccer now, for the longer term benefit of the leagues, the wider professional pyramid and long
term prospects of the sport in the US, it is worthy of greater exploration and informed debate.
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Appendix: Limitations
We refer you to the engagement letter dated 15th July 2016 for details of the scope and limitations of our work and
other important terms of business agreed between us. Our work, which is summarised in this report, has been
limited to matters which we have identified that would appear to us to be of significance within the context of our
scope.
This report is confidential to Silva International Investments (UK) Ltd and prepared solely to assist with a
preliminary assessment of factors for and against the introduction of promotion and relegation in professional club
soccer in the USA. No other party is entitled to rely on our report for any purpose whatsoever and we accept no
duty of care or liability to any other party who is shown or gains access to this report. You should not refer to or
use our name or the report for any other purpose, disclose them or refer to them in any prospectus or other
document, or make them available or communicate them to any other party. No other party is entitled to rely on
our report for any purpose whatsoever and we accept no duty of care or liability to any other party who is shown
or gains access to this report.
The report has been prepared principally from information supplied by and obtained from discussions with the
consultees from within Silva International Investments (UK) Ltd, as well as stakeholders from across US soccer, as
well as websites, media reports and other publically available documentation, pursuant to the scope of the work
agreed in the engagement letter.
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that such information has been accurately extracted or derived
from these sources, we have not separately verified the information, nor sought to establish the reliability of the
sources.
The choice of parties from whom we gathered information is subjective and cannot be comprehensive. The nature
of some of our enquiries is such that we rely on oral comments and we cannot seek independent verification of all
information supplied. It is possible that had we spoken to other parties we might have been provided with different
information from which we might have drawn different conclusions.
As agreed with you in our engagement letter, unless otherwise stated in our report, we have not sought to verify
the information contained herein nor to perform the procedures necessary to enable us to express an audit opinion
on any of the financial or non-financial information contained in this report. Indeed, as you will appreciate, much of
the additional, non- financial information contained in this report cannot be subjected to audit or otherwise
independently verified.
We have assumed that Silva International Investments (UK) Ltd has drawn to our attention all matters of which
you are aware concerning the project and which may have an impact on our work and the report. Accordingly, we
accept no liability howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from any error or incompleteness of fact or opinion in
this report to the extent caused by inaccuracies or incompleteness in the information on which we have relied.
Insofar as this document contains conclusions and opinions, these are statements of opinion and should not be
treated as statements of fact. These opinions and conclusions are derived from the work we have undertaken, as
described herein, and are held at the date hereof but may not be applicable thereafter. We give no undertaking to
update or correct any conclusion, opinion or fact in the light of circumstances arising or information becoming
known after the date hereof.
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